Let ^4i, A2 be (not necessarily commutative)
Banach algebras with identities ei and e2. Let A3 -Ai ®yA2 (with identity ei®ei). Then ker(G.) =LiE£>i,i = l, 2. We set 5(L3) = (Lx, L2).(Alternatively: 
Thus ker(R) = T(Ll,L2)Eker(R') = T(L{,L{). Ii either L£L{ or L2^L{ then correspondingly one of ker(Fi), ker(F2) is nontrivial.
Thus, e.g., if Oy±Ei(ai)Eker(Fx), £2(^2)^0, we find ai®a2E ker(R')\ker(R).
We shall consider together with £< the sets Sfllj,-, Si, 3TCj consisting respectively of maximal left ideals, closed ideals and maximal ideals in Ai, i = l, 2, 3. 
If Fi is closed in EflXi then we show TiFiX'SU.i) is closed in r(3TCiX31X2). A similar proof shows that if Fi is closed in 91X2 then
TiVfliXFi) is closed in r(3TCiX3TX2). Since T is injective and since any closed set in 3TCi X 3TX2 is of the form
where FJ is closed in 311,-, i = l, 2, we see that
is closed. Furthermore f :31Z2 X 9TCi <-> T(Sffli X 3TX2) is closed, S: f(3TCiX3112)^31X1X311:2 is f~l and thus S is continuous. (This proof is essentially that given in [2] . There a counterexample shows T need not be continuous.) Then (a\/M^®(a\/M\)y±0 and so a\®a\^M% = T(M\, Ml), a contradiction.
The argument in [3, p. 538, line 3 through p. 539, line 7] depends on the bijection 9TCi X 3H2<-*3K3 alleged and discussed in [2] . Although the author knows of no instance where the bijection is absent, he is unaware of correct proofs. In what follows X is the "least cross-norm whose associate is a cross-norm" [4, pp. 30-36] and t is the extension of the identity map from the algebraic tensor product to the completions: Ai ®y A2=A3->Ai <g>x A2.
Theorem 2. Let Ai and A2 be strongly semisimple (n3Kiilf,= {o}, i =1,2) and assume that the map r'.Ai ®7 A2=A3-*Ai ®* A2 is 1-1. Tjh{am)a2n y± 0; n for some M%
